The optical resonance of metal nanoparticles can be used to enhance the generation and detection of their main vibrational mode. In this work, we show that this method allows the accurate characterisation of the particle's size because the vibrational frequency of plasmonic nanoparticles only depends on their mechanical properties. Moreover, by a careful selection of the particle size and/or probe laser wavelength, the detected signal can be increased by a large factor (∼9 for the particles used in this work) under the same illumination conditions. Finally, we show experimentally that particles of different sizes inside the point spread function can be observed due to the differences in their vibrational states, which could provide a feasible route to super-resolution.
Introduction
The physical and optical properties of nanoparticles have been heavily studied in the last few decades. This interest stems from their specific behaviour that depends on the particle size and shape and is very different from that of the bulk material. The optical scattering properties of nanoparticles have been well-known since the development of Mie theory [1] and, more recently, the stability of numerical solutions has allowed reliable calculations on spherical structures [2, 3] . Additionally, the mechanical properties have been investigated, firstly by Raman scattering [4] [5] [6] and later by means of pump-probe techniques [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Nanoparticles can work as sources of ultrasounds when a short optical pulse (pump laser) is used to thermally excite them producing GHz acoustic waves [14, 15] . The vibrational response of a nanoparticle can be detected in the time domain by measuring the changes in the scattered light. To access the very high frequency range of the vibrations of these small particles, the scattering is detected using pulsed lasers in a pump-probe configuration [16, 17] . Both the generation and detection processes can be enhanced by matching the pump and probe wavelengths with the optical resonances of these nanoparticles. This approach may open a new method for cell imaging, where the acoustic transducers are placed inside the sample [18] . This configuration allows the generation of spherical acoustic waves probing the sample in all directions, unlike the currently used thin-film opto-acoustic transducers [19] [20] [21] , which only produces waves orthogonal to the surface. Moreover, nanoparticles generate higher ultrasonic spatial frequencies, which could increase the lateral resolution.
However, the attenuation of acoustic waves in the GHz range is large, so it is crucial to maximise signal levels by optimising the generated wave amplitude and detection sensitivity without increasing the power density of the lasers. This improves the signal-to-noise ratio, decreases the time of the data acquisition and avoids damaging biological samples.
One popular method of detecting a signal is to choose a probe wavelength near the plasmon edge around 530 nm where the scattering is sensitive to the change in the dielectric function caused by the free electrons' contribution [22, 23] . However, the signal received from the backscattered light in this regime is poor due to the low level of backscatter which results in a low signal-to-noise ratio and the need to increase the acquisition time (Section 2.3).
By choosing the probe laser away from the plasmon edge in the red or near infrared (>700 nm) region, another modulation mechanism may be accessed. Here, the scattering cross-section is a strong function of wavelength and size and by choosing a particle size/wavelength combination, where the change in scattering cross-section vs. particle size is high, it is possible to enhance the optical detection of the particles' vibrational modes.
In this work, we describe the theoretical basis of the generation and detection, the optical and mechanical modelling of the nanoparticles, the sample fabrication, the experimental results and the optimisation of the optical detection. A scan of a sample containing particles with different sizes shows the existence of multiple frequencies inside the point spread function, which could allow identification of single particles with ultra-high resolution.
Design
A schematic representation of the pump-probe experiment is shown in Figure 1a . The optical design of the nanoparticles is such that they strongly absorb at one wavelength of light (λ pump , Figure 1b ), making them efficient thermoelastic generators of elastic waves and have a strongly modulated scattering cross-section at a second wavelength (λ probe ) when the device vibrates (Figure 1c) . Consequently, elastic waves are generated when the particle is illuminated with a short (ps) pulse of light at λ pump and illumination with a second pulse of light at λ probe detects the changes in the reflected/transmitted light intensity produced by the (instantaneous) change in size (caused by mechanical vibration). Section 2.1 contains a detailed optical model that provides the means to choose the most suitable material and size of the particle to match the surrounding media and probe laser wavelength, λ probe . (a) schematic representation of the experiment, showing the spherical nanoparticle, the pump and probe laser beams and the vibrations; (b) the absorption cross-section for a 150 nm gold nanoparticle computed [3] with the fixed pump wavelength (λ pump = 415 nm) marked; (c) backscattering cross-section (blue) and the optical sensitivity (orange) of a variable sized gold nanoparticle (0-550 nm) illuminated with a fixed probe laser wavelength (λ probe = 780 nm) in water. The first optimal size for acting as a detector is shown (∼160 nm); here, the backscattering cross-section is very sensitive to the size and, as the particle vibrates, the backscatter is modulated, additional maxima in the sensitivity are shown, but these are for increasingly large particles.
In our experiment, the pump laser wavelength was dictated by the tuning range of the lasers and the need to operate without damage or significant absorption in the surrounding media. A wavelength of 415 nm was chosen because it is strongly absorbed by all the different sizes of gold nanoparticles used but not by the surrounding media (air and water), and this region is away from the plasmon edge so it is not affected by small changes in the particle size, ensuring that the generation efficiency is the same for all of the particle sizes used in this paper.
The probe laser wavelength was chosen in the near infrared (NIR) region (700-850 nm) because of the low absorption ( Figure 1b) and high sensitivity for 150-200 nm particle sizes (Figure 2 ). This region shows high signal-to-noise ratio for backscattered light unlike the plasmon edge where the DC is nearly 0 (Figure 2a-d) . [24] as a function of particle diameter and probe laser wavelength using Equation (2) for a gold nanoparticle in water; (b) optical sensitivity defined as the change in scattered light over 1 nm change in the radius of the particle; (c) modulation depth (optical sensitivity divided by the backscattering cross-section); (d) the optical sensitivity with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) assuming optical shot noise; (e) theoretical change in modulation depth per nm for a 150, 200 and 250 nm gold nanoparticles in air (lines) and water (dots), calculated by the Mie model; (f) theoretical breathing mode frequency for a nanoparticle of silica, silver (Ag) and gold (Au) in air (lines) and water (dots), calculated by the mechanical model.
Optical Design and Modelling
The optical response of metal nanoparticles can be modelled by the calculation of the scattering, radar backscattering, extinction and absorption cross-sections obtained from a Mie model (Equations (1)- (4)) [3, 24] :
The particle is characterized by the size parameter x = 2πn m r/λ and the relative refractive index m = n/n m , where λ is the wavelength of the incident wave in vacuum, r is the particle radius and n m and n are the refractive index of the medium and the particle, respectively. The expressions for a n and b n are shown below:
where ψ and ζ are the Riccati-Bessel functions defined, for instance, in Kai and Massoli et al. [25] and the determinants H a n and H b n , defined in Peña et al.
[3]
Principles of Optical Generation
The principle of excitation is based on the well-known phenomenon of thermal excitation. The light absorbed by the particle results in rapid heating and a subsequent stress that excites vibrations in the particle. In general, the particle heating is not uniform but our particles are small compared with the optical wavelength and the contribution to the thermalisation of the hot electrons that are initially excited means that it is reasonable to assume uniform heating. In the case of larger particles, these assumptions might not be valid.
To maximise the efficiency of generation, the particle needs to be a strong absorber of the pump light, which can be achieved by using an appropriate pump wavelength, particle material and, to a lesser extent, particle size. Figure 1b shows the absorption cross-section for a 150 nm gold nanoparticle as a function of wavelength. In this case, the absorption around 530 nm is strongly determined by the main plasmon resonance and largely independent of the size and the optical properties of the external media. In our set-up, the pump wavelength was fixed at 415 nm, which provided good absorption for all particle sizes and was not strongly absorbed by the surrounding media.
Principles of Optical Detection
The scattering cross-section can be (with the right combination of materials, size and wavelength) a sensitive function of particle size. Thus, when the particle vibrates, there will be a change in the scattering cross-section and the intensity of the scattered light will be modulated by the vibration, which constitutes the principle of detection in our work. Other factors, like the change in temperature of the particle/surrounding media/substrate, the photo-elastic effect and the very short-lived electronic contribution from the hot electrons, can affect the particle scattering, but we have neglected them. The temperature change results in a slowly varying thermal background in our signals, which is removed by signal processing, and the photo-elastic effect is thought to only provide a small contribution to the signal received (as this effect in gold is small [26, 27] ) and the short-lived electronic effects are tied up in a "co-incidence peak", which is removed alongside the thermal decay. In this paper, we define the optical sensitivity as the change in scattered light over a 1 nm change in the radius of the particle. This shows the change in reflected/transmitted light during the vibration of the particle. Figure 2 shows the theoretical optical response as a function of the probe laser wavelength for gold nanoparticles of different sizes immersed in water, as given by the Mie model. The area studied in this work corresponds to a region where the probe laser wavelength is in the near infrared (>700 nm) and the particle size between 150-250 nm. Figure 2a is the radar backscattering cross-section, where a 220 nm nanoparticle exhibits the strongest scattering. Figure 2b is the optical sensitivity where 160 and 220 nm nanoparticles show high and low values over the wavelength range, respectively. Figure 2c is the modulation depth, defined as the optical sensitivity divided by the radar backscattering cross-section, which shows a region with high response for a nanoparticle smaller than 100 nm. This region is very high as the DC is nearly 0. Therefore, although this appears to be the best place to operate, the extremely low light return means that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will be poor. Figure 2d shows the sensitivity with respect to SNR and here a particle with size ∼150 nm is optimal. Figure 2e shows the modulation depth for the three sizes of gold nanoparticles measured in this paper (150, 200 and 250 nm) as a function of the probe laser wavelength (the range of our setup) in air (lines) and water (dots) surrounding media. The chosen media for the study of the optical response of plasmonic nanoparticles is water where the optical response follows different tendencies for the three sizes in the available probe wavelength range. It is clear from there that the size of the particle, the probe laser wavelength and the surrounding media have a significant impact on the optical response. For example, the optical response of a 250 nm gold nanoparticle will increase a factor of ∼6 when the probe wavelength is tuned from 850 to 700 nm.
Mechanical Design and Modelling
The vibration frequency is a function of the material properties, the particle size and, to a lesser extent, the surrounding media. We have assumed that only the main breathing mode of vibration is excited. This is justified because the particle is small and uniformly heated on a time scale that is short compared with the period of vibration. Moreover, we do not expect to detect the presence of higher order modes of vibration, and they would be heavily damped compared with the breathing mode.
The acoustic properties of a nanosphere can be described in terms of vibrations of a homogeneous elastic body embedded in an infinite homogeneous medium [12, 13, 28] . This macroscopic model is valid for particles with diameter larger than a few nanometers where continuum mechanics and bulk elastic constants can be used [29, 30] . The complex radial frequency modes,
L , the longitudinal sound velocity of the sphere; R, the radius of the sphere; and ξ n , the eigenvalues, given by Equation (7) [31] :
where the parameters are defined by:
where ρ (m)(s) and ν
are the density and the longitudinal (L) or transverse (T) sound velocity of the medium (m) and sphere (s).
Voisin et al. have assumed a weak coupling between the sphere and the medium (Im(ξ n ) Re(ξ n )) and weak damping [28] . Therefore, the radial mode frequencies, ω n , can be related to the real part of ξ n (Re(ξ n ) ≈ (n + 1)π) and the damping of the sphere modes, γ n , is proportional to the imaginary part of ξ n (Im(ξ n ) ≈ ηα). Hence, the main breathing mode frequency (n = 0) of a nanosphere and the damping between it and the medium are expressed in Equations (9) and (10), respectively: Figure 2f shows the theoretical main breathing mode frequency in air (lines) and water (dots) as a function of size for a nanoparticle made of silica, silver and gold. It can be seen there that, for all the materials, the frequency generated is inversely proportional to the particle size. It can be seen also that a faster material (in terms of the longitudinal speed of sound), like silica, generates higher frequencies than a slower material like silver or gold. Furthermore, the breathing mode frequency for a gold particle will be slightly damped in a water surrounding media (<1 GHz).
Sample Preparation
An electrostatic layer-by-layer self-assembly process was used [32] to bond the gold nanoparticles to the substrate, allowing to measure the same sample in an air and water surrounding media. A clean glass substrate was washed and dried with nitrogen. A thin gold film, ∼30 nm, was coated on half of the substrate (this is used to set the correct overlapping of pump and probe beams). On the other half, a 2 mg/mL poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) (Mw 58,000) solution was prepared in water and coated onto the glass substrate for 20 min. The sample was re-washed with water and dried with nitrogen. The gold nanoparticles solution (diluted in water 1/500, v:v) was drop-coated and allowed to set overnight. The prepared sample was placed into a sealed gasket cell and filled with deionized water. All chemicals and the gold nanoparticles used in this sample preparation were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The nanoparticles were used as received with no surface modification or washing step involved. The polydispersity index (PDI) was less than 20% for the gold nanoparticles (values provided by the manufacturers).
Experimental Setup
The experiment is based on a dual laser asynchronous optical sampling (ASOPs) system [16, 17] . It controls two femtosecond pulsed lasers (∼100 fs pulse width) with a repetition rate of 80 MHz and allows the delay between the pulses to be set and swept from 0 to 12.5 ns every 100 µs (10 kHz). The wavelength of the probe laser is tunable from 700 to 850 nm. The sample is scanned by moving electromechanical stages with a minimum step motion of 100 nm. Typically, 30,000 averages per point are taken during scanning, which takes around 9 s to acquire. The system uses a maximum of 2 mW average power in the probe and 1 mW in the pump measured at the sample corresponding to pulse energies of 25 and 10 pJ and peak powers of 250 and 100 W, respectively. The response of the transducer is detected by monitoring the low frequency (<30 MHz) intensity variation of the probe light on a photo-detector, which is captured and averaged on a digital oscilloscope (DSO). With this arrangement, a signal detected at delay of T on the DSO corresponds to a real delay between the laser pulses of T/8000 and a frequency measured on the DSO of f scope corresponds to a real frequency of 8000 f scope .
Results

Optical Response
The optical response of plasmonic nanoparticles was studied by the backscattered signal from the center of gold nanoparticles, by comparing the modulation of the backscattering cross-section when the probe wavelength is changed. This was performed by measuring 150, 200 and 250 nm gold nanoparticles immersed in water because their optical response shows different behaviours unlike air surrounding media (Figure 2e ). The range of the probe wavelength is from 720 to 800 nm, which is sufficient to cover the region of special interest, the drop in the optical response at ∼750 nm wavelength for a 200 nm gold particle.
The acquisition data procedure for each probe wavelength is the same to avoid any phenomena that may affect the particle backscattering. The input laser powers are set to the same value. The overlapping of both lasers are checked on a thin gold film coated on the same sample cover-slip. The region of interest is realigned to compensate any movements of the particle over time caused by changes in the laboratory conditions. The error bars are the standard deviation of the optical response of a gold nanoparticle surrounded by water for a fixed probe laser wavelength following the same scan procedure several times. The optical response of the three sizes, shown in Figure 3 , matches the theoretical modulation depth (optical sensitivity over the radar backscattering cross-section) given by Mie theory. The optical response of a 150 nm particle increases a factor of ∼1.3 when the probe wavelength is tuned from 720 to 800 nm (Figure 3a,d) . On the other hand, the same tunable range produces a decrease in a factor of ∼3 in the optical response of a 250 nm particle (Figure 3c,f) . Finally, the maximum enhancement in our experimental data, a factor of ∼9, is given by a 200 nm particle when the probe wavelength is tuned from 745 to 770 nm (Figure 3b,e) . This enhanced response provides a way to improve the detection of the different main vibrational modes by choosing the right probe wavelength based on Mie theory without increasing the laser power. Moreover, it might be possible to suppress the signal from certain particles by careful choice of the wavelength. The discrepancies between the experimental data and the theory might be related to the extra reflections produced by the cover-slip or the effect of the electrostatic layer-by-layer self-assembly process, which bonds the particle to the substrate.
Mechanical Response
In this section, the mechanical response of plasmonic nanoparticles was investigated detecting the forward scattering as this setup is simpler, less susceptible to alignment errors, and it gives higher to signal-to-noise ratio with fewer averages because the optical throughput is higher. As the time to acquire an image is much longer than the previous section where the same points were compared, air surrounding media is used to avoid any defects such as the formation of air bubbles inside the gasket cell.
The mechanical response of plasmonic nanoparticles was investigated using three different sizes of gold nanoparticles: 150, 200 and 250 nm (samples S1-S3, respectively). Their theoretical breathing mode frequencies are 21.6, 16.2 and 12.9 GHz, respectively. However, this will vary depending on the actual size of the particle, allowing size characterisation. Figure 4 shows the experimental data taken from a sample containing a mixture of gold nanoparticles of different sizes. The sample is scanned over an area of 50 × 50 µm 2 with a step size of 1 µm (the same size as the spot of the pump laser). In this case, the probe laser wavelength is 780 nm where their optical response shows similar behaviour. The optical picture of the scanned sample shows several nanoparticles with different apparent sizes (Figure 4a ). After signal processing, the breathing mode frequency for each particle is obtained, as shown in Figure 4b . Each frequency can be related to the actual size of the particle (Equation (9)), giving a study of the population of sizes (Figure 4c ) or an ultrasonic picture in nm (Figure 4d ).
Our experimental setup allows us to scan specific area with finer step size, marked as the solid and dashed square areas in Figure 4 . These scanned areas are 5 × 5 µm 2 with 100 nm step size. Both optical pictures show a single dip in intensity and shape ( Figure 4e,g) ; however, the ultrasonic pictures given by the pump-probe system are slightly different. Figure 4f shows a single frequency where we can assume that there is a single gold nanoparticle with size ∼250 nm. On the other hand, Figure 4h shows three different frequencies. The highest frequency is given by the top particle (∼150 nm) that is only just visible in the optical picture. The other two frequency components are given by the middle blob. This means that two particles might be present inside the same point spread function. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3. Changing the size provides a way to generate different vibrational frequencies. Additionally, this might be a useful technique to characterise the size of plasmonic nanoparticles because their vibrational modes only depend on the mechanical properties of the nanostructures (Section 2.4). However, multilayered nanostructures such as core-shell nanoparticles cannot be characterised by such a simple approach, as there are complex boundary conditions that depend on the core, shell, medium and particle fabrication parameters [33] . 
Particle Resolution
Example experimental traces from the two finer scans (100 nm step size) from Section 5.2 (marked points) are shown in Figure 5 . A single frequency component is presented when there is a single nanoparticle. There are no low frequency components (2-7 GHz), which would be expected if a few particles were in contact (considered as dumbbells) [34] . Figure 5b, On the other hand, if several particles are present in the same point spread function, the signals show various frequency components, due to the different sizes of the nanoparticles. Two frequency components are shown in Figure 5f : 9.9 GHz and 17.1 GHz, respectively, from the center of the middle blob in Figure 4h . This indicates that there are two nanoparticles with different sizes: either in contact (dumbbell) or separated. We suppose that they are separated because the low frequency component might match a ∼300 nm size particle. This is confirmed when one of the frequency components decays moving towards the edges of the blob; therefore, two independent particles with ∼300 nm and ∼200 nm particles are presented in our scanned area. The described behaviour shows a method to characterise sub-optical size nanoparticles (Section 5.2), and it might allow high-resolution detection of several nanoparticles inside the point spread function based on their vibrational mode frequencies and their localisation if we find the centroid for the amplitude maps at each particle frequency. 
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated that we can enhance the optical response of metal nanoparticles in a pump-probe configuration system by carefully selecting either the size of the particle or the probe laser wavelength, which provides a method for optimising the signal amplitude without increasing the laser power. The choice of position of maximum sensitivity is halfway between the optical return minimum and maximum. The size of the nanoparticles can be determined from their vibrational frequency alone because it only depends on the size and mechanical properties of the particle and is completely independent of the optical scattering. We can also distinguish different vibrational modes inside a point spread function and relate the frequencies to the size of the particles. Moreover, a careful choice of the probe wavelength allows to "turn off" the response of specific particles. Optimising the generation and detection capabilities of nanoparticles might open up the possibility to use nanoparticles as sources/detectors of ultrasounds for cell imaging, allowing a considerable enhancement of the lateral resolution or mass-loading sensors where the main vibrational mode is shifted due to the change of the medium mechanical properties [35] .
